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MEN'S: Nike Pegasus 34

The icon continues with a one-toone fit The iconic Men’s Nike Air Zoom Pegasus 34 Running Shoe continues with an engineered upper, Zoom
Air units and Cushlon foam to deliver responsive cushioning. Dynamic Flywire cables help secure a one-to-one fit so you can go the extra mile
in comfort.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Kes. 10,900

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerNike

Description
The icon continues with a one-toone fit
The iconic Men’s Nike Air Zoom Pegasus 34 Running Shoe continues with an engineered upper, Zoom Air units and Cushlon foam to deliver
responsive cushioning. Dynamic Flywire cables help secure a one-to-one fit so you can go the extra mile in comfort.
Features
Dynamic Fit technology delivers a one-to-one fit. Engineered mesh upper offers lightweight ventilation. Zoom Air units provide responsive
cushioning. Partial mesh bootie wraps the foot for a plush, comfortable fit. Notches at the tongue provide easy on and off. Fitsole sockliner
conforms to the shape of your foot to provide comfort and underfoot support. Premium Cushlon ST foam provides soft and springy yet
responsive cushioning with a supportive feel. Rubber crash rail on the lateral outsole acts as a cushioning device at contact for a soft, smooth
transition. The rubber is segmented to enhance flexibility. Waffle pistons in the rubber outsole help absorb impact and provide multi-surface
traction. Lugs have been turned sideways from the previous version to enhance cushioning.
After more than a decade of research and development, Nike Zoom Air debuted 20 years ago and continues to provide responsive low-profile
cushioning that athletes can feel. Each time an athlete’s foot touches down, tensile fibers compress to cushion the impact before quickly
springing back to their original state, generating an explosive, powerful response off the ground.
Please note: Nike shoes are quite small. We strongly recommend to take one size larger than usual.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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